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TITRRETS, BLISTEliS, AND SIMILAR ‘PROTUBERANCES

By Ray H. Wright

SUMMARY

Methods are described for estimating pressure dis-
tributions over protuberances auoh as cockpit canopies,
gun turrets, blisters, scoops, and sighting domes.
These metlmds are ap~lted to the estimation of’the pres-
sure distributlsns over spherical-segment and fa:red
gun turrets und over tileprotuberarlces on the
Brewster SB2A-1 atrplane. The eff’ectaof compressibility,
interference , and flow separation ara discussed. It Is
shown that, by a cnmhinatlon of experimer,tal dsta with
theoretical methods, lir,lt’,ngprsssuros for use In deter-
mining maximum loads can in mar]y ctisasbe satisfactorily
esti.wated. + JI-”+Icexpcrimantation is needed,:TucllSys.6..,=.
however, to Imnrme the ec~uracy o“festimation.

The Purpose of the present report is to dascribe
methods by which pressllres nnd hence loads on protuber-
ances, such as cockpit canopies, ~m turrets, bllsters,
scoops, and s~ghting domes, may be roughly ~stl.mated.
In particul~r, the possibility of determining limtting
values of the pr~ssuro coeff?.ciont -.values which cannot
be exceeded in q~actice - Is demonstrated.

The iavestigatim was Initiated by a request frsm.
the bur,eauof Aeronautics, Ue.vyDepartment, fo~.load
data on gun turrets. ?:6annlicable experimental data
were available and.,as the klCA testin~ facilities were
already committed to other investigations, it was decided
to estimate the limiting lo”ads.

ifethods generally useful in the esthatlon of loads /“

on protuberances are described in the present report4
These methods are applied and, where possible, the

I . ...6- -.
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results are compared with experimental data. The
methods are necessarily only approximate. Even if the
potential flow could be exactly calculated, the actual
flow would likely depart so widely from the calculated
flow as to render the results invalid. The exercise
of judgment, based on experience, and the use of experi-
ment In evaluating the effects of boundary layer, separa-
tion, compressible.ity, interference, and departure of
the shape from that for which pressures can be computed
are necessary in order to arrive at useful results.

Although little opportunity for systematic experi-
mentation Is likely at present, the study presented
herein Is being applied to turret shapes on particular
airplane models being ln%7estigated at LMAL with a view
toward improving the methods of estimation of pressures. “

SYMBOLS

P pressure

v veloclty

P mass density

q dynamic pressure, free stream unless otherwise

(d~pv2stated

F
r)

- Po
pressure coej’flclent ~

q

M Mach number, free stream unless

Av veloclty increment

AV/Vo velocity-increment coefficient

VP o
()

ilvvelocity coefficient 1 + —
V.

otherwfse stated

Y ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to

()

specific heat at constant volume ~
Cv

X,y Cartesian coordinates

h
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z,~ oomplex variables

-.. .. —--. . .S“mfilcrlpts: . ...

i Incompressible or low speed

o in undisturbed strem

z 1 ocal

Other symbols are introduced and defined as needed.
Insofar as possible, the notations of the references are “
retained in the present repovt. For this reason, more
than one quantity may be desi~~.ated by the same symbol
or one quant:ty may be designated by more tlhanone
symbol .

Although the airglnne wtth its canony, turrets,
blisters, azzdother prot’~berances 1s a complicated
three-dimensional form about wh~ch even the potent:al
flow cannot now be computed, am estl.ratoof the pressures
on the protuberan~es can be obtained. ‘;heairplane
presents thf3general appearance of a wing, fumela:e,
and tail with tha protuberances super’ooscd. These
protuberances are usuall~ of small length rslative t.o
the length of the i’t~selageor to the chord of tka wing
and ere very often quite thick in ~elstion to their
len~th. Tha loads over thess protuberances therefore
are assumed to be determined largely by the shcpes of
the protuberances and t~ be modified by the interference
of the wing and fuselage. As an approximation that is
usually valid unless the protuberance is located near
the nose or in the wake of the body, the total velocity
V Is assumed to ‘beequal to the sum of the veloclty
over the protuberance without interference and the
inchced velocity increment AV due to the interfering
bsdies or, in coefficient form,

. .
v ()v ()AT’~= ~ +~ {1)

protuberance alone interference

!(
/’

A
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Methods of determining the velocity increment due to .
Interference ars given in the appendix of reference 1.
In many cases, the interference Is sufficiently small
that lt may be neglected.

It is convenient and sufficiently accurate to apply
the compresslblllty correction to the pressure c~ef’fi-
cient estlmeted for incGmFreSSibl~ flow

(2)

where Viplo 1s the value of equation (1) for incom-
pressible flow. The pressure coefficient for com-
presslbl.e fiow is then obtalr.ed from an approximation
given by Prandtl !n referefloe 2 as

‘ =/+-2
where M is the stream Mach number. An a~proximation
that in specific instances h~s be~n found to describe
exrerf.mental results more accurately thariPrandtlls
method pas been .gIvenby von K&rm& In reference 3 as

Equation (3) 1s sufflslentlv accurate, hcwever, for the
estimations described herein.

The pressure t!lstrlbut:lonsobtained up to th:s
point RWFIV in potential flow. ‘Ikeeffects of departure
from potential flow, wh?ch include development of the
boundary layer on the surface forward ~f the protuber-
ance, separation of the flo~7,which o?curs regularly on
the rear of’blunt bodies, and l.ltera~tlon of these
effects with compress lbiltty ?wst now be estlm.ated. Al-
though the boum3may layer and the ~aint and existence of
separation ~i~ht be calculated, at least for low speeds,
by the methods of references ~1.and 5 (with modification
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of the ~.omentum equation for the three-dimensional flow) ,
9...... . no method”l-s known-for-calculating the corresponding
; pressures nor is my theory available for estimating

, the oompressibil~.ty interaction. From the meager
experimental data e.vailable, these effects oan be at

1’ least qualitatively estimated. (These data are
presented and discussed in the section entitled1 ‘fAppllcatlons.ll) In brief~ the prooedure Is as follows:

(1) Estimate the veloclty-coefficient distr5.-
bution for incompressible potential flow over the pro-
tuberance shape

(2) Estimate the interference velocity coel’-
ficients for incompressible potential flow

(3) Add the coefficients obt~lned in steps (1)
and (2) as !n equation (1)

fJ) 3J US9 Of Six-m(3), conqmte tk.e~ressure
coefficients for inccmgress-~ble flow (equation (2))

[5) AUDIY the oam~resslbilitr correction
-,

of t.hieproced.arc may be nocesaary.

The rest of this section is concerned largel~ with
the deteminatlon of the vslocity distribution with
potential flow over specific protuberance shapes without
interference.

General Conslder&ttons

Protuberances o?ten appear as bodies that are
approximately half of symmetrical forms cut by an infinite
plane as Ind.icatod in figure 1. Zhs flow withmt the
interference 1s then theoretically approximate to the
corresponding half’ of that’o“verthe c“onipletebody. In
many cases the half-body approaches the two-dimensional
form (airfoil), for which the pressure distribution is
always calculable; then, as the pressure changes are
lergor in the twa-dlmensiaml than in the three-
dimensional case, it is conservative to consider the

(’IA
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flow two dimensional. In other cases the”shapes may
approximate simple ihree-dimcnsimal forms, such as
spheres and prolate m oblate spheroids for whjch the
flow is laown, and the corresponding pressure distribu-
tions may be assumed.

Tf the form of the body or half-body is such that
the flow cannot be directly celsulated, It maT bo appro.xl-
mated ‘Dyvar?.ousdevices. If the shapes of the front
and rsar edges of a pr~t.~barance are diff’erant~ inasmuch
as the flow ov~r one edge is often little affected by
that over the other, it may be possible to compute the
pr6ssure diatrioutions over front and roGr ed~es sepa-
rately and ho join tha distrtbutians at the center.

Arbit.rarv forms.- The two-dtrnensianal potential
flow past symu~r~l profiles that correspond to given ,
half-bodies cnn be obtained by the moth~d of Theodorsen
and Garrick (reference 6). Tn many cases, however,
lass laborious methods sufflco. The graphical method
of Jones and Cohen (reference ~) is well suited to the
computation of peter.tial flow aver lwnps.

Fo~.s .~OP WMSII notential. flo~vis krl,sv~.1.-In certain
cases, the form of tlia ?rotuberanne ap~roa~es that cf
same two-dimensional profile for whtch the pressure
distriblltlon or corres~ondlng velotity distrl”butian is
already known m?. can be a~plled without much further
commtstton. Three such slm~le praflles ars the
Lnf:nitely long circu.la~ cylinter, the ellipse, ~~d the

.
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double-circular-arc profile. For the circular cylinder
moving normal. t5 lts axis~-the velocity distribution
with potential flow is given by

v= 2V0 sin 0 (5).

where e is the polar angle measured from the stream
direction !md Vg is the forward or strea velocity.

The velocity distribution about the ell.lptic
cylinder moving oarallel to its umjor axis is given
by Zahm in reference ~ and may be expressed In the fmm

-. ,—..,.-—— -.
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conformal transformation into a olrcle is given by
Glauert in referenc~ q. The velocity distributions,
obtained by potential theory, are given for different
tk~clmesses by the solid l~nes in figure 2.

Thin bodies bV slone method.-
1 m-%at

A sinlplo approximate
two-dlmensi ona has proved extremely useful
has been Included In a publl~atlon by Goldstein (ref-
erence 10). This method, wn!oh gives the velocity
distribution as an integral function of the slope of a
symmetrical profile, may be called the “slope method.”

For the derivnt!cm of the slope method, the following
two shplifytng assumptions are necessary:

(1) The p~ofile ?.ssufficiently thin that the
velocity is ‘novihere17ery different from stream v.:
velocity V.

(2) The sloge of the profile is everywhere small

These assumptions nr9clude the existence of stagnation
points.

The symmetrical proftle ma-ybe assumed to be
represented by
the chord c.
Pd.nt (XoJYo)
source eler.9nt

a riistritmtl.anof sources d~dx along
The velocity increment A(AV) at “any
on the profile (fiC. 3) due to the
~dx at x is

Because the profile is thin,the velocity at (~osy(l)
cannot be very different from the veloc:ty at Yw; khus,

‘~ dx
A(AV) Z - = —. (8)

21Y(x x)o-
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The total induced velocity therefore is

For unit
at x is 2y
approximately

-- ..

f

c ‘~ dx
Av =

o 2rr(X. - x)

9

(9)

length of the profile, the cross section
and, with V = Vo, the volume flow is

equal to 2VOY. The volume flow through
any cross section, howeverj must be equal to the totd–
output of the sources upstrosm and, therefore,

or

(10)

tion (10) in equation (~), the coeffl”clent of the induced

/

c d“
/iv 1 +.x dx
-— ~—.
Vollxo-x

0

(11)

The integranri in equation (11) cm be exgrsssed in
trigonometric farm but, f~r the present pur~oses, the
algebraic axnression is retained. The velocitv
co~fficient

Tf the
function of’
be obtained

.,.
0 “J rJ

slope dy/dx is known as an algebraic
x, the velocity distribution can usually

without much trouble as a funcbion of x..
Th~ Integrand 5.nequatim (11.)apprcathes lni’inity “
or becomes IndetermLncEe at x = Xo, but the integral

(.-.— ,-,.—..——— — 1
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is usually finite; the !.nfinltepositive and negat!ve
strips cancel . Tfthe integral approaches Infinity at
a gfven point XQ s a ~inite integral that yields a
ve19clt,ytncrem9nt which approximately agrees with the
actual flow cen ucually be obtained for”a sli.@tlT
different value of Xo.

The slope method is more useful. than might be
supposed from the restrictions imposed in the der5.va-
tion. Although the results are not excct, they provide
a reason~bly good e~proyimation even ~or relatively
thick forms, esrmcial?.y over re~ions of the profile
having small slo~e. !l?kemethod is not applicable In
the v?.cln!.tyof a stagn6timl point or where the ‘.
slo~e dy/ti i= large. ‘~%isd?.ffic~iltymuy, however,
be circumvented. ?fan~~nrotuberanca shepea invol”~eno
very imge vk]’les of ~y/~x end require no stagnation
point. If a sts.~nat.lonpoint does Olzcur, the veloulty
distrlbutim over the rest of the prof:le at somo
distance from the rioacnay be ap~sroxlmatedprovided the
roundecinaae or ~~.il,wkdch inv9?.ves Irifinlte slope,
~.sexter.de”.iin a cusp rr oti.emise iS Slightly altered
to pre~r~nt very Z&Pga veluss of dy/dx .
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A protuberance

11

ohape
Which

profi1a may have the approximate
sh-gla ElimplEi.&tic,-- such a& the Circulaz- arc, in-.. .

the veloclty distribution is easily calculated.

de

Thus, in figure IL,

a=.
dx

x=r

dx=r

equetion (11) becorms

tan 0

e

e

sin

Cos

!

:,
I

. .
I

r@l
— _ L.’ATT ?llne de—— —.——
vo-~

‘ -0.
sin g - sin e:,

f+%

sin e,. /
(?3+

..J

J
S+-lle - .sln00

-(!-1

substitution of the l.lmltsfllvc

I

i
1.

sin e.
\ .

for as a function ofthe velocity distribution e0’
#

(’
—,
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#

Ell= sin-”l ~
2r

and

or

.2

05=
Y?2 -(r-

C2
h2+-

r k=_ .
2h

from which

hj2

(141

(15)

~kJa= ~
e. = sirl-l

()
~2

l+~;

Substitution of equations (l-h)and. (15) In equatl~n (13b)
gives the infiuce3-veloclty coefficient AV/Va as a
function of tVlechor~ posit?.on xo/c

Z~, where xo/z
and of the thick-

ness ratio is me~sured frcm the center

as shmn. Th~ voloclty Increrlents far circul=r-arc
prof~.les rmgln.g in thlclmess ratio from.0.1 to Cn5 are
shown in fim.re 2, in which the res:~ltsof tke slo~e
method are ~ompared with the results
conformal-trar!sfarration method. In
measured from.the end of the ~raf’lle

af the accura%e
figure 2, x/c is
rather than from the
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center. Up to a thiclmess ratio of 0.2, the slope
method fiivesa falr!approximation of the velocity dis-
tributions over circular arcs. As was to be expected,
the error 1s greater in regions of’greater slope. The
velocities at the center of the profile, where the
slope is zero, are approximately correct even for the
50-percent-thick profile.

Three-Dimensional Shapes

Methods available for the calculation of’flows in
three dl~ensions are len~ general than tke corre~ponding
two-dimensional. nethods because, except in the special
case of ths ellipsold with tlmee unequal axes, tiley
apply only to bod~ee posresslnq axial s~.etry, that is,
to bodies of revel’.~tion. YICIi~protuberances are
approxlr,iatelyax!n~.ly symmetrical, however, and the
three-dinenaior;al thear;:may prove useful in estims.ting
velocity and corresponding pressure distributions in
these cases.

The sDh6re.- Tt~ea?mplest botQ of revolution is the——
spller~r wltich the velocity distrib~.~tionis .gi.venby

where tb.ean~le 0 is measured along any meridian
otartlnflfrom the stream or flight direct~on.

(lt5)

The oblate ~pheroid.- A body of revolution rc)semblin.g—-
a pn turret ~s the oblete sphere?.dobtained by revolving
the ellipse akout its minor axis. Motlcn h the direc-
tion of a ma$or axis of the ellipse as shown in fi~ure 5
corresponds to that of the Gun turret, The potential
is given by I,am-a(reference 11) in terms of the elliptic-
cylindrical coordinates i, w u. At the surface
of the ohlato spheroid, ‘~ = !O a~~d to i3 &iVellby

.— —‘o=%k (17)

where a and b are the senlma.lnr and aemiminor axes,
respectively, of the corresponding ellipse. From tha

1 i.. . .
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potonttal, the velocity distributions at the surface
relative to the bod~ may be derived.

where

Around the rti in the Y!Z-plane (line 1, fig. 5)

(L
+h

=Lsln@ (18)

2
(19)

‘=!.2 +2. to (Coz + 1) cot-l co

and w Is the an~le w?.ththe plane containing the direc-
tion of flow and the polar
is related to the distance
from the center by

y/a =

The velocity over the
ffg. 5) is

axla as shwn In figure E and
al.onqthe Y-axis measured

Cos u

top in the ICY-plane (llne 2,

(+J.O=O=“(y:;)”2
where

(20)

The velocltr’ P-crossthe meridian l~ing in the
X.Z-plane,(line ZJ is

whfch, for a given thickness ratio b/a, Is constant;
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acress...t,he,meridlsm

perpend~cular to the-mt ion of an oblate spheroid nm~iiig”-
notial to its polar axis Is constant. Although veloclt~
distributions along other lines on the surface may be
obtained, those given by equations (18), (20), and (21)
are of greatest interest and hre nmst simply derived-

The.prolate spheroid.- A related body, for which
the velocity distribu tlo%-1s nmre easily obtained than
for the oblhte spheroid, is the prolate-spheroid roving
parallel to Its polar axis. The velocity distribution
at the surface along any meridian as given by Zahm
(reference 8) may be expressed as

)

where
l+e

10ge ~ - ‘e
ka=-

l+e 2e

_

i

10~e — - —
1 -e 1- e2

where tho eccentricity

e m~’
= l-–

a

and a and b are the semlmajor and semlndnor axes of
the corresponding ellipse. ‘Theequivalent prolate spheroid .
can be employed to approximate the forward portion of
a body of revolution In exactly the sanm way In which
the ellipse was used to approximate the forward portion
of a symmetrical airfoil. (See fig. 10) The veloclty
distribution over the forward portion of the body of
revolution may then be considered the same as that over “
the corresponding portion of tho equivalent prolate spheroid.

.
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Bod of revolution re resented by axial source
Ail. - Thdistr.au e i’6’T6&~.=riT5iiEhinTbcmt a body of

~e~~!.th flow garallel to the axla can be obtained-
by the method of von Kd%dk (reference 22), provided the
body can be represented by a distribution of sources and
stnks along tk.eaxis. This rethod is useful for a very
re~~lar bady for whjch the shape 01’tke meridian profile
~an bs Liven by only a few ordinates. Xf the meridian
profile is irregular, the method is ted~.ous and perhaps
Im.possible. It is described In detail in reference 12.

Sody of’revol~tj.cm represented b doublet distri-
bution alon~ 5x=uor7al ‘%~.=~ c1rcular cylinder
projeccfnp from a~ane“~.==A-A (fig. 6) is cofisidered
a half-body af which tlw other hnlf fs shown by dasFed
lines. At the p~fine of synmetry A-A, the velocZty
m,ustlie pa~allel to the plane and ta.n&ential to the
surface cf tliccylflnder. A% other planes, cross
velocities occur ar-dreduc9 the ,psQ~s: the maximum
velocit~ chan&es consequently occur at the plans A-A,
except Fosslhly over the shnrp corners ot tineends for
which the velocit~ C?istributiionscmnot be com.~uted.
By e m-tbod descrl%d by Von lhfrx~in(reference 12), the
part 02 the nolar G.X!SnccuD~ed b~ the c~llnder 1.s
covered v:jth-ad~ublet cf %%!erit ~er un!t le~th equal
to tkat obta~.r,ed!.1’the ~yltllder were infjnite in length.
The ends of the cylind~r ~orrrsp~ndirs to tn:s mathe-. “.
matical device arc rounded rethcr tb.m pl.sne as shov:n;
t% influence of the rcnl.r.dede~ds on the velocity clis-
trlbut:nc at the plana A-A m~st b= srall, hnwever, End
the ends of ~ctual gun turrets ar: mora liksly ta be
round.sd than plG~~. T’Leprcssarc distributions in
pl~.nesparallel ta the plane A-A gerieral.lyare similar,
but the peaks are lower ES tin=end of the cylinder Is
approached except thet, in the re~~lonof small radius
of c’~rvatursnear a blunt end, hi&h peeks may occur.

The veloctty at the surfsce of the cyllnder in tm
plane A-A is

v.—
1: = (].+COS e) sinj?f
b~>

(23)

wh~re @ is the pnlar angle measpred frem the plane
containing the flow directian and the polar axis, e is

.— ------ , . .
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the angle shown In figure 6 for which ~~
. ... .:,..,.. .... . ........, -.,,----- . . ..

,. 00s e =
. . k’ . ..

r is the radius of the cylindqr, and 2 Is.the.length .
of “it9 pro~ectlon’from the surfhoe. An example for
wh?ch :* 1s not constant is treated later; The method
is d’:;cribed in reference 1?; ‘ “ .

~ody of revolution by.m.ethod of Kaplari.- A’method
has recently been develop~d’’”byKaplan (reference 13) by
which tb.epotential flow about any body of rsvolutlon
moving ~ the direction of’.!.~.spolar ~axis may be calcu-
lated to any desired degree.of approximation. .~ this
metk~.1, the flow is obtained with.orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates for which the surface @’:the body itself Is
a ccnstant. The coordinate system, which i,gdifferent
for each body, Is obtained by means of the conformal
transformation

.,
.“”

.-..
al aa. ~+,o;

z =Z+cl’+—+—+ (24)
, .. ‘z 22 z? ~ ‘. .

. .

which transforms’”the circles q = Constant and the .

radial lines g = Constant in the plane z ~ ,Re~e-i~
into the corresponding orthogona~ coordinate lines in
the z-plane, where q = O is the meridian profile of
the body of revolution. The potential is given as a
series of terms lnvolvlng the Legendre functions Pn -.

@d ~ and the constants ~ appearing in the series. .
in equation (21+)l ,... .:. .:2 . . . .“

The derivation @f the necessary functions has been
extended in refer pce 13 only far enough to take account
of the term a3/z3 in equation (24). If additional “
terms are necessary to deqqrihethe meridian profile to
a sufficient degree of ap~roiimation, the corresponding
functions must be derived. The method of derivation
is described in detail in r~ferenoe 13. Fewer terms of
equation (24) are required as the profile is more regular
and more nearly ap~roximates the ellipse. For Irregular

In 111 , --- .-, -. .,. - -. , ,,---- .- —.. —
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bodies, additional terms are required and the labor
necessary to calculate the flow Is greatly Increased.
The practical utility of the method is therefore mucf’h
greater for regular bodies - such as airship shapes,
fuselages, or nacelles - than for irregular shapes.
For such regular bodies, the labor required Is not -
excessive.

Approximate thin body.- A thin-body method appli-
cable to bodi es of revolutlon”@n.d-corresponding to the
slope method in two dimensions has been suggested by
Vunk (reference 1~,.p. 269). An attempt to use this
method Indicated that, w~th ugual fineness ratios
(less than 10) , the accuracy was insufflcle@ for
estimating induced velocities over protuberance.

..-.,...
Approximate bod~.of ravblution for use with method

of Kaplan.- tl t Zk ) (it can
always be obtain~~ b~a~~eom%~ho~given 1: %rrence 6)
and if the””glvenmer~dlan profile-can be sufflclently”
well approximated by *the first three or four terms of
this transf’ormatiorl.‘the flow.about a bodv of revolution
movfng in the direc~ion of.the polar axis-may be cal-
culated by Kanlsnls method with no more, labor than is
required %~::the thin-profile metliod~”- The potential.
flow thud caXcu.lAted,.\sthe potential flow about the body
that corresponds’.to th@ -~brhs .:retalped in equation (24).
If the given body of revolution does not depart too
greatly from an ellipse, the r~qulred transformation
may be approximalfed-by a method of superposition.

The ser~es~of equation (24) can be written in the
form .

....

z =X+iy

wb.ere

z= .Re-ic , “
..

.,

. ..“t = ig.+iq ● -
.: ..

R = (1 + E)a

..
..”1 . . .“. . .
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--- ~ .is....a...codept..dep.en~lng .o~,_,the,”~ize“of ths”body. “
On the profile (q =“0), equation (2-~.j”-be60’mes-----... ..-

. . “. .

X. +Iyo = (1+ t)a(cosg -1 sing )+.,* (“cosig+i,a}n ~,)

+ c1 - ela(cos ~ + i .sln ~)

- t2a(cos 2~ + 1 sin,.2~)

The first two tems of equation (26) g~ve the
elli-pse

,

and the remaining terms give

Ax—= -1
a c1 - Clcus& -c2cosZ~-c3coB3 ~.ge

I

The ooeffiolents cl~ C2~ ~d C3 may be so determined

as to ~ield a sltght modification of the ellipse.
approximating a given meridian profile. For a sm~l
m.odifi.cation of the ordinates, the abscissa x/a is
only slightly changed and, as an approximation, the
required modificatioil Ay/a may therefore bG determined
at the values of’ x/a for the elllpse. The ellipse to
be used as a basis for the apprbxlmation should be so

~
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chosen tlmt the required modification is As small as
possibleo The value of c ccrrosponding to a @ven
thickness ratio 3/4 , where B is the minor axis and A
tho major axis, is obtained from equation (27). Thus ,

t
B=—=

. A

()
Y
E ITlax

()xz mu

l+C=

l+6+J--

l+C

and solution for c giVes

. .[

—.-
l+t

c = —-1
l-t

(29)

An examle will clarify the method.

In figure 7(9) Is shown n mertdjan profile to be
approximated. ‘I% ellipse wltk ~ = 0.2’0, also shcv.m
In figure 7, ?.9determined to be a satisffictary basic
profile f’orthe approximation. The required modification
of tb.eellipse is shown tn figure 7(e). For convenience
in tkis modification, the values of -0.1 sin ~,
-0.1 sln 2~, and -Cl sin 34 are plotted against x/a
as cornuted from equation (27). It is seen from fig-
ures 7(b) to 7(d) with eq’.~ation(23) that E

i
changes

the thickness of the praf!le while the symme ry is re-
tained, c ~roduces an asymnetry forward and rearward,
and

‘3
i~creases the ordinate at the ends while the

oenter Is denressed. Inasmuch as the main adjustment
required is the introduction of asymmetry (fig. 7(e)),

‘2 must be given some value. “It is seen that a value

of
‘2

= 0.1 accofits for a large part of the modifica-

tion required. Further adfiustment requires the eleva-
tion of-both ends while the-center
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If one-half the elevation is accomplished with
.—.. c1 ‘d

one-half with C“,“
3

““”the“dssired modification is achieved.

Because the required elevation Ay/a is -0.05, the
values of these coeffiolents are

h = 0.025

‘3
= 0.025

The resulting coordinates from equations (27) and (28),
shown as the first approximation in figure 7(a), are
therefore

x (-= 1.2+
1

)
— - 0.025 cos g - 0.1.C9S 2g - 0.025 cos 3g

a 1.2

x= (- 1.2 -
1

a
)

— + 0.025 sin ~ - 0.1 sin 2= - 0.025 sln3g
1.2

The failure of the first approximation near the nose
of the ~lven profile 1s due largely to the reduction
in x/a produced by E2. It is further evident that

the forward part of the profile is rare nearly approxi-
mated ~f the value of C2 is reduced from 0.10 to 0.07

and If the effect of ‘2 in redusing the value of x/a

at the nose Is neutralized by giving c1 the value 0.07a.

The resulting profile, which is a satisfactory approxi-
mation to the given profile, is shown as the second
approximation In figure 7(a). A still better approxi-
mation Is obtained if the value of c1 is increased
to OolOa. The whole forward part of the given profile
is then very closely approximated, and substitution of
the values

E = 0.20 C2 = 0.07

c1= ‘j = 0.025 c1 = O.10a
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in equation (25) gives the required

NACA ACR No, L@10

transformation

from which the flow ma~rbe calculated without great
difficulty by the method of reference 13.

Although the approximate method ~ields the potential
flow a-bouta sk.ao~ somswk.atCllffei-t?ntfrom the given Qro-
file, It is consi.dere~ quit9 satisfactory for use in
estimating loads. The Eppror..imateshape is likely to
show slight bums v’hersnone ccc-~ran the given profile,
but tho resultlng yressure d:strlbution is conservative
in that it shows Smgsr pressure variations than would
be ohtatned for a niorereg~lar croftle. 011ECcourltof
manufacturing lrregdanlt.ies, this conservatism may be “
desirable. ~ven t~~e~-garof ~ b~dy, moreover, t~le
actual flaw always departs Jfloreor 1sss from the poten-
tLal flov:, snd llttle loss in accuraoy mcy therefore be
expected from an~ small failume of the apprax.imation in
that reEion. Th~ rethod here employed Sho-dldnot he
assumed t.kesame cs a sir.plakarmonic analysts.

Corrgsnor.d.lnP”b~dies In tv,7-ard tkree-dimensional
—THfi7nlmjmEmmwoYa30ut a tw’o-fzows.-

?Kii6i69ionalska~.3is ‘mown, M rou@ estimst:or. ot’the
velocit~ distrib~Pion about the body of revel-utlon of
wh?.ch it ia tb~em.cridi.anorgi’ilemcy be ottahed frcm
the ratio of velo~ltles in three-dimensional flow tc
those In two-dlniensional flow ebmt corresponding hodiss.
The velocity dlstr:butlons about the carresvonding bdies- z
elliptlc&l cylinders and proiate spk.eraids with motion
parallel to the major axes - b.avebeen calc~lated Uy
equations (6) cnd (22!, respectivel.~, and have be9n
plotted for com.:~arlson?-nfl..~~reb(~). Simllarly$ in
f~.gure~(b), the velo~ity distri.o-~ilonsobtair.edSOr
approxtm~tely c?.rcular-arc bodies of r~v?lutton ‘a:~the
method of Kaplan ere co~~red with tb9 velooity dis-
tributions about +llecorresponfilng two-qirenslcnal
shapes. In f%~u~e ~, x is tns distance from the
nose of the body and Z is its length.

DAvisi9rl of equetlon (22} by
the ellipse slidpro].ate spheroid

L
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(30) :

where 3D indioates three-dimensional. flow and 2D two-
dimensional flow .about corresponding bodies. Inasmuch
as ka is a funotion of the thickness ratio b/a of the
corresponding ellipse, equation (30) shows that the
velocity distribution about a prolate spheroid is a
constant times the velocity distribution about the
ellipse which is its meridian profile. The constant

5 given by equation f30) is plotted In figure 9 as a
‘2D
function of the thickness ratio d/Z . This relation
suggests the possibility of using the corresponding two-
dlmensionsl shape to design a body of revolution
similar to the prolate s~heroid with a given velocity “
distribution.

The velocity ratio ‘Q is not generally constant
‘2D

alon the length, however, as may be seen from fig-
~ure (b). In particular, the velocity over the tail

of a three-dimensional body dep~rts less from stream
velocity than the velocity over th~ tail of the corre-

v~
spondlng airfoil; the ratio therefore increases

“2D
and exoeeds unity as the trailing edge is approached.
It is nevertheless reasonable to suppose that figure 9
could be used to est~mate the velocities on ‘aodles of
revolution over the parts of the meridian profile that
are roughly elliptical in shape. The following methods
are suggested as alternatives:

(1) ~Fit an equivalent ellipse to the profile as
in figure 1. With the thickness ratio of this ellipse,

..
> from flg-find the corresponding velocity ratio
2D ~

ure 9.
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—

(2) Assume that the corresponding ellipse Is the
one which has the sc.mepeak velocity as occurs on the
profile. From equation (6), the corresponding thick-
ness ratio d/Z or b/a then is

b ‘max ~
t ~=y-=. (31)

0

which with figure 9 gives the velocity ratio b“
.:. “ ‘2D”

As a test of tkie method, the velocity ratios

V?2,
‘2D

which were cqnstant eloni..“the len@k for the

elliptical profiles but generally vmlable, were comJ-
puted for several pairs nf correspnndinq shapes. The
varietlon along the ‘lenqtYL Z is given in ft~nre 10,

V;c
in which the v~lueeof _ for the equivalent elllpses

‘J211
obtained by method” (1) Aye shown for comarlson. -

/2) would give qu?.tesimilar valnes.Yethod , Tor bodies
of rev~~utton with ~er~d~~pr~fi~es rou~~.~y sf~lar to

those for which the values of’ LD are lm.own~ these
‘2D

values m~y bs used to obtain velocit~ estimates mare
nearly correct than cm be abtelnsd by uso of’.the
ellipt~cal profiles alone. Rzlatjons stmilar to aqua- ‘
tion (30) can also be obtained for the ohlate spheroid,
but their amlicatlnn Is less &eneral than for the
elongatad bodies.

The ellipsoid wflth ti.reeune~ud axes.- A ~ro-
tuberance ~ape not.Possessing axial. symmetry - a
flatten9d blister, fcr ~nstance - may be approximated by
an ell~psoid wflth three Unequq.1 axes. The necessary
elliptical c~ordinates ar-dthe potmtial! are given and
explained in reference 1~~on pages 2g3-j02. The matke-
matlcal complexity is sI.lcb.that, in many cases, .a10ss

.

accurate ap~roxlm;ticn by means-of
revolution is prefarred.

the ;imgler-body of

1
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Estimation by Comparison...........,,,,,-r\ ............. .........-, ....... .... .... , ....

Comparison of the shape for wQioh pressures are” ‘-
required with a somewhat similar shape for which the
pressure distribution has been experimentally deter-
mined should prove very satisfactory if sufficiently
extensive systematic experimentation had been com-
pleted: for the most part, however, only scattered
data are available.

,!. The only existing systematic investigation of pres-
; sure.distributions over protuberances at high speeds Is

~

that for windshields and cockpit canopies given in ref-
erence 1. If a given shape approximates one of the
shapes tested, the corresponding pressure distribution
may be assumed. If a shape lies between two of those
tested, its pressure distribution may also be assumed
to lie between the two measured,provided no critical
change in flow occurs - for example, separation or com-
pressibility burble. If the canopy has no tall of Its
mnbut is faired directly into the fuselage (as in the
case of the P-,!LOairplane), the pressure distribution over
the forward part may be assumed Independent of that over
the tail and may be faired Into that for the fuselage.
In comparing canopies, the angle between the nose section
and the hood is assumed an important variable because,
for the small radii of curvature often found at the junc-
ture between these two sections, the theoretical pres-
sures, which are large negatively, are not attained; it
therefore seems reasonable to suppose that the peak
negative pressure coefficients are determined largely
by the angle through which the stream must turn. These
assumptions have not been thoroughly and systematically
tested but, when applied to the estimation “of the pres-
sure distribution about the Coclqit canopy of the P-40D
airplanes gave results in substantial agreement with
measurements subsequently obtained in the NACA s-foot

I
high-speed tunnel (unpublished). “.)

!

I
The results of experiment may also be used to esti-.

mate the difference In qressure distributions between
bm nearly similar,bodies when the theoretical pressure distri-

bution can be calculated for one of the bodies. Few data
suitable for this purpose are available, however:
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Experimental data used for comparison may Include
interference and compressibility effeots; in this case,
the dlf’ferenoe in these effects must be esttmated and a
suitable adjustment applied.

APPLICATIONS

In this section of the present report, certain of
the methods d.escrlbed In the preceding section are applied
to the estimation of pressures ove~ various protuberances,
for some of which expenlmental ~ressure distributions are
available for comparison. These and other experlmenfal
data are analyzed to determine how the methods should be
applled and what modifications and adjustments are re-
quired to bring the estimated pressures Into agreement
with the experimental values.

Examples

Nartln turret.- Complete low-sgsed pressure-
di.stribution data for the ~~artin turret on a model of
the North Amerloan E-25 fuselage are given in refer-
ence 15. The location of this turret cm the fuselage
is shown in figure” n(a) . The pressure distributions
are compared in figure 12 with the calculated values
for the sphere and for the oblate spheroid with thick-
ness ratio b/a = 0.67.

The theoretical estimation of the velocity dis-
tribution about this turret is particularly simple.
The shape is that of a body of revolution almost ellip-
tical in cross section and may therefore be represented
by an oblate spheroid moving normal to Its polar axis.
The formulas for the velocity distribution over the top
of the body In the direction of motion, across the top
of the body in a plane perpendicular to the direction
of motion, and around the rim of such a body are given
in the section entitled ‘IWethods.i~ The interference
from the fuselage shoald be small and, except for bound-
ary layer and separation effects, the agreement between
estimated and measured values should therefore be good.
Hgure 12 shows that the estimated negative pressure
peak,in particular, is almost exactl~ the same as the
value obtained from the measured pressures. Over the
top of the turret in a plane perpondlcular to the direc-
tion of motion, the theory indicates a constant pressure
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1and the measured values show almost constant pressure.
~-“Fai-lureto reach stagnat.i.on.pressure.$n front of the
turret Is due to the boundary layer developed” over the

......—.....

fuselage; behind the turret,” where the pressure ooeffi-
olent approaches zero, stagnation pressure” is not
attained owing to separation.

. .

y
Inasmuch as the pressures were,measured at low speeds,

no a>lowance has been made for compressibility effects.
A rough estimation could b“eobtained by multiplying all
pressure coefficients P by the factor

~urret A.- The two locations of turret A on the
fuselage are shown irifigure n(b). Its shape and
dlniensions are given In figure 13. Pressure measure-
ments on this turr6t are given in reference 16 and are
plotted for comparison with estlmsted values in f’ig-
ure l!L. Turret A is a spherical segnent In form end
is large com~ared with the fuselage, having only slightly
smaller rad?.usthan t% fuselage radius. About a
third cf the rad:us Is projected above the fuselage.
The turret Is located back on the fuselage where the
~.nterference cannot be large. Tn cons~deration of this
geometrical conf’i~urat?.on,f.tis estimated that the
pressure peaks cannot be greater in absolute value than
would occur on the sphere and that, because of the
interference of the fuselage and the development of the
boundary layer along its surfacs, the peaks are probably
lower. The change with Mach nmber up to M = 0.70 is
assumed insufficient to cause the pressure coefficients
to exceed In absolute value those calculated for the
sphere by the potential theory. The theoretical pres-
sure distribution for the sphere, as obtained from
equ.atlon (16) with equation (2), is shown as the solid
line in figure 14.

A velocity distribution of approximately the correct

9* shape but w~.thpeaks higher than actually occur is obtained
by applying thg two-dimensional theory to the cirmlar
arcs over the top and side of the turret. The distri-
bution of induced velocities, from whioh the pressure
distribution is talc’~latedby equations (2) ad (12),
can be obtained by interpolation for the proper thick-
ness in figure 2. In this case, the veloclty incre-
ments correspondfn.g to the more accurate method of

..

,
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confornwl transformation from a circle are used. The

t
ressure distributions obtained by this method for the
5-percent-thick circular arc on the top and for the

approximately 27-Dercent-thick oircular arc on the side
are shown in flg~re lL.

The pressure on the rear of tk~ebody de~erts from
the estimated values but, without the experimental data
shown, the limits could ha~dly be fixed more closely
than -0.45 for the circular cylinder (from unpolished
data nbtained in the N.4CAa-foot high-speed tunnel) and
0.16 for the sphere (reference 17); imwever, a value close “
to zero would seem likely.

Turret E.- Turret E is d.escr?.bed~n reference 16.
Its l_oYcn +Ae fuselage is shown in figure 11(c)
and the shape and dimensions are &iven in figure 15.
A pressure distribution over the central profile (linel,
fi~. 15), with peaks larger thsn are expected In prac-
tice, may be comnuted by the two-dlmensionaZ slo~e
meth~d. The integral ~nd?cs.ted tn equation (11) is
made up of three perts, deslgr.ated inte&rals 1, 11,
ar.dITI, that correspond to the thres divisions of the
profile shmn in figure 16. The inte&ral I extending
frcm x = .2 to .x= 2.68 inches is obtain9d fram equa-
tion (13) with the upper limit equal to O and tilelower
limit equal to 01. Integration and substitutlcm of
limits Five
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. ..... The intqgral.lll..frorn x = 4..79
x= 8.16 inches as obtalfied-from-equation (11) with-upper
and”lower limlts of 8.16 and 4.79, respectively, and with
dy/dx = -~”3349 is

31

inches to

. .
1“

Then, for x < 6.L8 inches,

Av

~=l+T1+l*l

and, for x > 6.h6 inches,

AT?
‘= I(a) + II + IIZV.

Calculated values have been converted to pressure coef-
ficients, and the resulting distrlbutien has been
plotted as the solid line in figure 16. The coeffi-
cients then obtained are considered limiting values
and are assumed sufficiently high in absolute value to
allow for coqressibllity effects u~ to a ‘.sachnumber
of 0.70 and remain conservative..

L..

From the calculated two-dimensional velocity dis-
tribution, the velocities about the corresponding body
of revolution were estimated by the ratio of velocities
in three-dimensional flow to those in two-dimensional
flow as given for ellipses and prolate snherolds in
figure 9. The corresponding pressure coefficients
are shown as the dashed curve ip figure 16. The shape
of this turret Is between the two-dimensional shape and
the body of revolution and, consequently, the measured
pressures lie between the estimated values for the,pro-
file and the valuee estimated for the body of revolution”.

~e~%d_~;h~~~~~;;~~;~~ir-
turrets on the fuselage of the Brewster &B2A-1

airpla%nare shown in figure 17. Two alternative gun
turrets have been suggested for this airplane. The top

‘) II■ l ,- -.
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shape of the Maxson turret approxlratbsm an ohlate
spheroid moving normal to the polar axis. The other
turret is spherical in shape. The theoretical veloclty
distributions.are computed first for liketurret shapes
alone without interference. The meridian profile of
the Waxson turret is shown with pertinent dimensions in
figure IS. Inasmch ss the shape is symmetrical, the
pressure distribution is s~mretrtcal from front to back
and only one-half the half profile need be considered.
The axes of figure l? are arra~ed to correspond with
those of f?.&wra ~. The turret profile Is seen to be
only sli ntly d:f’ferent from the ellipse wtth thickness

7ratio b a = c).67. Tke difference is shown as the
short-dash line plotted aiOIlgthe y-axis. This dif-
ference can be approx~mated by a circular arc; and the
turret profile shape thus can be more nearly approximated
by adding to the elllpse In the region indicated the
half thickness of the double circular arc of thickness
ratio t = O.lk. The corresponding velocity ratio Vfio
is obtained by directly superposing the Increments AVfio,
as found for tinecircular arc 5$ Interpolation in fig-

ure 2, on the values

()

~

Vo W*
over the elliptical pro-

file of the oblate snheroid. Tith 3/a = c.67, equa-
tion (17) gives ~

?
= O.~1 and the velocity ratto over

the elliptical sec ion in the xy-plane is given bT
equation (20) for values of y. The computation form
is indicated in the followlmg table:

w y/a

o ‘tl.oo
.20

% % o

:8: ;:;
● 90 ~“fi
995 t.31

1.00 0

V/v for
fob ate

spheroid

o
.L.o

AV~To for
1~-percent
circular arc

o
0

f)
o

1.17
1.32
1.39

1.36
1“35
1.39

1.90
● 3!-,.
.34

-*37
-.74

-.93
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... .....The..velogl.tyl.ricrements AVflo obtained by the two-...........
d~mens Ional method are l~tiely”titi””””b.e’”Bomewhat 1a-rge.,..and ........
some small adjustment in the oorrespondl~ pressure coef-
flolents must therefore be made. The pressure coeffi-
cients with these and other adjustments to.be discussed
later are plotte’d along the turret (line 1, fig. 19).

Around the circular rim of the turret, velocities
somewhat higher than those about the rim of the oblate
spheroid may be expected because of the departure of the
turret from the true spheroiddshape and beoause of
interference from the cylindrical sides of the turret
extending down onto the fuselage. For use In the esti-
mation, the velocity ~round the r~m of the oblate
spheroid is computed. With co = O.ql, the velocity
distribution (Vflo)rirn is obtained from equation (1~)

as a function of u and is shown in the following
table:

(dtg) I y/a = COSLL)

o
10
20

t
o
0
“c20

v%

0
.Z!!+

2● 7
99
.C9

1.06
1.20
1.30
1.57
1939

0y_2Fl-=
V.

-.93

Again because of symmetry, this pressure distribution
holds for negative values of y/a, that is, for u
betwsen 9130and 1600.

For the spherioal turret, shown in profile inla figure 23, the theoretical velocity distribution over the
meridian lylng in the plane with the forward velooity was
calculated from equation (16), and the pressure coeffi-
cients were obtained by equation (2?. The values of y/a
are obtained from y/a = cos e, where again y is taken
in the dir9ction of motion.
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For the cockpit canopy, ,the pressures over the nose
and the general pressure distribution forward-of sta-
tion 121 (figs. 17, 19,.and 20) were estimated from the
data for the 0-~L-5 windshield given in figure 22 of ref-
erence 1. The angle between the nose piece and the
hood was 49° for the SE2A-1 windshield as compared with
48° for the ~---~ w?.ndshield; otherw~ se, the two wind-
shields appeared slmllar. The data for a Mach number
of about 0.70 were used, but the negative pressure peak
was elevated allghtly to allow for conservatism In regard
to the somewhat sharper nose ~le of tineSEj2A-1wind-
shield. The use of this pressura dlstrlbutian involves
the assumption that the d:ffarence between wing and fuse-
lage interference in the tvo oases (airplane and model
tested) is negligible. 1’1s assumption is reasonable
because the wing and fuselsge cannot differ greatly in
the two cases and because the interference velocities
are relatively emall.

The bump in the pressure-distribution curve about
station 45 Is Intended to represent the slight discon-
tinuity at the rear of the slidfng hatch cover. The
dimensional data available do not perrdt the exact
determination of the shape of the offset and, even if
the shape were known, the calculated pressure distribution
wml.d be of questlomble accuracy. The magnitude of the
bump above tho general pressure distribution was taken
instead from the results of tests of a cockpit canopy
similar to that of the SE2A-I airplane.

The theoretical pressure distributions far the
turret sh~pes are modified by Interference, for which
certatn,assumptions must be made. The turret is too
close to the canopy and too large in relation to It for
a ready estimate to be made of the effect of the canopy
on the tluret pressures; because the canopy iS situated
ent?rely ahead of the turret, however, the assumption can
safely be made that the only effect of the canopy is to
lower the velocities over the turret. The shape of the
fuselago in the rsgion of the turret is such that the
induced velocities must he small and in addition it may -
be ~ssum~d thnt,because the wing is ahead of and not very
close to the turret, the induced velocities due to the
wing tend to be canceled by the induced velocities from
the canopy. That these assumptions are reasonable Is
indicated by figure 22 of reference 1, in which the pres-
sure coefficients.behind the windshield with the tail
and in the presence of wing and fuselage approach zero.
If the canopy of the SB2A-1 airplane were faired out
with a similar tail in the rem, moreover, the turret .

I
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.wguld,,.app-earvery similar to the half-sphere or half-
spherold on “the”““t-al%”.-“”The flow over the part--of me .... .
gun turret not”thereby covered should be affected only
slightly by extending the oanopy straight back to the
turret. The pressures over the top (line 1, figs. 19
and 20) have accordingly been taken as those over the
modified spheroid and sphere, respectively, for whioh
the theoretical distributions are given in the first Part.
of this section.

Over the section indicated by line 3 in fig-
ures 17, 19, and 20, either turret contour is charac-
terized by a circular-arc profile of about 50-percent
thickness ratio superposed on the surfaoe of the fuse-
lage. Figure 2 gives the velocity distribution, which
may be used with equation (2”)to calculate the pres-
sure distribution.

Over the rim (line 2, figs. 17, 19, and 20~ the
velocities must lie somewhere between those over the
side (line 3) and those over the top (line 1). They
are therefore taken to lie between the theoretical
velocities over the rim of the oblate spheroid and
those estimated for line 3, end the peak Is assumed to
be about the same as the theoretical peak for the
sphere. The resultlng curve is quite similar to that
for the sphere and is taken to be the same for both
turrets.

The pzwssures at line ~ must be determined largely
by guess, because the contour itself is only slightly
disturbed by the presence of the gun turret. The dis-
turbance at line 3 must influence the velocities, however,
and it therefore seemed reasonable to assume Induced
veloofties” one-half those at line 3. The correspondir~
pressure coefficients have been so calculated.

Behind the turret, because of separation, complete
pressure recovery as Indicated by the theoretical dis-
tributions is not attained. The pressure recovery
shown in figures 19 and 20 is based on the tests of
referenoe 15. The pressures on the rear of the circu-
lar cylinder and on the rear of the sphere are shown
for comparison in figures lq and 20 and are considered
limlting values for low and moderate Mach numbers.

No adjustment of the pressure peaks has been made
for the effect of compressibllit~ because, for such
blunt bodi6s, at least up to a Mach number of 0.70, the
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conservatism of the methods used is assumed sufficient
to oover the changes. ~mpressibility may, however,
cause the separation point to move forward and thus lower ‘
the negative peaks and decrease the pressure oehind the
turrets. The negative pressare peaks therefore ma~ be
broadenad backward, and come account of tkts effect has
been taken in broadening the paaks tn fiomres 19 and 20.
Iilno case, hcmwver, at least up to a “ach number of 0.70,
can the :~ressure on tk~erear of tka turret decrease below
the negative nressure geak that would be obtained in
potenttal flow at the same Paoh number. The negative
pressure peak In flgureg l? and 2fl Is thus ind~cated as
the limit of the pressure on the rear of the turrets.

The development of the bmndary layer over the
canopy ahead of the turret and separation in the rear
tend.to nrevent either positive or negative peaks iilthe
pressure distribution Prom being as Sreat as predicted;
in this respect, the estimation 1s therefore conservative.

Average values of pressures obtained over the gun
turret of th9 Srewster XSB2A-1 al~lane in flight at
speeds below 225 miles ner hour (unpublished) are pre-
sented for comparison in figure 19. For obtaining
loads, the estimation compares satisfactorily with the
measured values thou@, for tineto,>of the turret, jt
appears to be unconservative. From the data available,
however, the turret on the XS32A-1 airplane appears to
project hf.gher above the canopy than was assumed In the
estimations and la.r&ernressure peaks might therefore
be expected. The irregularities in the measured pres-
sure distribution may be caused by the ribs and ather .
Irregularities on the surface. Severe segmation is
Indicated behind this turret, where the pressure recover~
is little greater than that behind the circular cylinder.

tion of doublets along the axts of a bod~ of revolution
movin~ normal to !ts axis, the pressure distribu~ton
over the lower gun turret of the Dcn@as XS3-2D-1 air-
pl~e is estimated. The form and location of this gun
turret are shown in figure 21. The pressure distribu-
tion over t.% central profile (line 1, figs. 21 and 22)
Is obtatned and the distributions over other lines from
front to back .creassumed to be quite similar. For a
shape that does not differ too greatly from a body of
revolution, this assumption Is reasonable and b.asin
other cases been found to agree wall with experiment.
(See reference 1, for instance. )

——. — -.-.,,. ■ ----II
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The turret was divided for computational purposes
into front and rear parts. The pressures were assumed
to *be-the same -.as if the tfirqt-.wp,rq.a .,half-body on a
plane”containing the surface of the fus61Ag6’”Inii6dlEt”ely
forward of and to the rear of the turret, with a strew
velooity parallel to the plm”eo AS shown in fi~ure 23,
the forward part of the turret profile can be approxi-
mated by an arc of the parabola

Yith substitution of the slope

in equation (11), the velocity distribution “

AV.1

[

(
)(]

‘o -1
— P ~ 1.~138 - 0.74.L - 1.l@8 >V. loge T

X.

r

shown in figure 23 is easily obtained.

The rear of the turret was ap~roximated by a
quarter-body of revolution with polar axis normal to
the stream in the horizontal direotion and with symmetry
to the right and to the left. Veloclty distribution
was computed by the method of distributing doublets
along the polar axis normal to the flow. (See ref-
erence 12.) The cross section normal to the stream,
the central profile that is the approximation to the rear
part of line 1 along the stream direction, snd the re-
quired dimensions are shown in fi~re 2h. The doublets

* of oonstant strength are indicated by the short, heavy
lines along the axis; and, from equation (3) of refer-.
enoe 12, the notential for one doublet Is

,1,:
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By symmetry, tie velocity on t-hesur~ace at t = O “ must
lie along the oentral profile (fig. 24(b)) in the plane
of the stream velocity. Because the largest and smallest
velooltles on the body occur along this profile,this distri-
bution is of greatest interest. The veloctty due to
one doublet, the i doublet, Is

Reference 12 shows that as an ap:~roximation the doublet
intensity ~ osn be written

The VelOclty inCr6melltS AV4 are parallel and, with the

substitution for pi, can b; addad to give

The component of’the stream veloc?.ty ‘?0 in the direction
of the profile is .Vo sin $ 6nd the total velozity is
therefore

From the dimensions gi-~enl-nfiyre 2~, the com-
putation of lSJ/Vo is ind~cated as fol.lcws:
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The velocity is therefor9

%=[++!)s’”’=’s’’4s’”’
which seems reasonable in comparison with the value
1.5 sin * for the sphere. The posttion along the
stream direction x at which the velocit;roccurs is

obtained with Z = sin $.
‘o

From the velocity distributions thus calculated
for the front and rear portions of the turret, the
corresponding pressure distributions were obtained by
equation (2) and.were then joined at the center to give
the solid line In figure 22. Scme adjustment of pres-
sures was necessary to effect this junction.

For the turret in the guns-abeam position, the
pressure distribution over the cylindrical surface
(line 2, fig. 21) was estimated by assuming a circular
cylinder projecting from a wall. The dimensions are
such that ‘0s e = 0.452. Substitution of this value
in equation (23) gives the velocity on the surface of
the cylindrical gun turret near the fuselage. The
pressures are thereby determined and,
dashed.line h figure 22.

are shown as the

.



The remarks concerning the effects of interference,
boundary layer, and separation on the SB2A-1 turret also
apply to the XS~-2D-l turret. For the reasons discussed
In reference to the SB2A-1 airplane, no co~ressiblllty
correction has been applied. The tdrret does not project
from the fuselage so far as was sss~med in the calcula-
tions. For th~s recqon, the estimated pressures should
be more conservative than would otherwlsa have been the
case. No experlr,entel data are ava?.lable for comparison.

linal~sis and Discussion

The agresment betw9en esttmeted and measured pres-
sures ge:lerally is better than had been expected and it
apgears that, if allowance Is made for the effects of
interference and separation, calculations _based on tithe
potential-flow theory give a satisfactbr; Indication of
the meximum loads. The agreement is good for the “rartin
and Yaxson turrets, whi~n approach fdrms for which the
potential flow can be accurately calculated. ~ ot~r
casea, the actual ~ressures may de~a~t widel~ from the
theoretical values. The reasons fo~ this divergence
from the calculated values - which are connected with
depsrture of the shapes from those assumed, with com-
pressibility effects, with Interference, and with sepa-
ration and other boundary-layer effects - are now dis-
cussed. The experir,ental data available are analyzed
and co~ared with theoretical values to determine, at
least qualitatively, the modifications that should be
wade to calculated pressure distributions in order tc
approxirratemre closely the actual values. The ap@i-
cation of pressure distributions to the estimation of
loads is briefly considered. The followlng additional
figures are introduced:

Pressure data obtained in the YACA ~-foot high-
speed tunnel (unpuhltshed) on approximately hedspherlcal.
turrets at different locations on a fuselage are shovm
in figure 25. The orifices at which these pressure data
were obtained were located at tke tops of turrets 9, D,
and E sad at the side of turret C, where velocities
approaching the maximum should occur. The variation of
pressure coefficient P with stream “ach number M
is compared with the theoretical variation @ven by the-
factor —.

&

in figures 25 to 27, the curve of,-
-.

critical pressure coefficient Pcr - that 1s,the
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Pns.sure,..,g,cIe.f$.~.qientcome spondhg outside the boundar~
,. layer to the attainmerif““of’’”tlielocal’ speed.of sound..l-....-i-

s shown to Indicate the cnltlcal speeds of the turrets.
The critical Mach number Mcr !s the Mach number at

* vhich the pressure-coefficient curve intersects the
PCr-curve.

i
“y FYgure 26 shows a cmparison between the pressures

at the top of two spherical-segment turrets A and D, both
in the forward location of turret A as shown In figure n(b)
and projecting different portions of the radius above the
fuselage. These pressures are compared with the theo-
retical pressures for the sphere including the variation.
with Mach number given by the factor

&

.

A comparison is given in figure 27 between pres-
sure coeff’lcients at ve.riousposittons on the fai.red
turret E of reference 16 and those on a thicker faired
turret F, both in the location of turret B shown in
figure ll~c). The variation with Xach number is shown
and corpaxd wtth the theoretical variation,

Figure 28, for which the dsta are taken from ref-
erence 1, shows the pressure change wfth Xach number at
four different points m wlndshtelds representing bodies
of three different types: the 3-1-1, which has a blunt
tall; the 7-3-h, which is characterized by Q sharp
corner at the nose and by a long, faired tnil; and the
X-1, which is well streamlined.

Departure from forms for wkdch potential flow can
be calculated.- The shape of a protuberance Is usual 17
such the potential flow oannot be exactly computed.
Experlm~nt is thGrefore needed to determine the effect
of systematic deperture from f~rms for which the poten-
tial flow is calculable, such as variation in segment of
a sphere from the half-body or variation in thickness of
a body. The effect of these v~riations is indicated In
figures 26 and 27. The pressures vary qualitatively as

●- mlght have been expected; that 1s, lar&er peaks are
obtained for thicker bodies. The data are insufficient,
however, to define any quantitative relations.

la
,.
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Figures 25 and 26 Indicate that, u.nle.ssconsiderable inter-
ference Is present, the limiting pressure on a spherical
segment leas than a hemisphere may be taken as that on
the sphere.

Cmnpresstbilit-
d

.- The effect of com~ressibility on -
the p~ssure coef .6-ients over protuberances cdnot be
accurately estimated :lthough a qualitative estimate of “
the nature of the change of pressure with ?!achnumber
may be obtained. The theoretical variation shown In
equations (3) und ~~) and derived in reference62 and 3,
respectlv61y, strictly applies only to p~tential flow.
The actual vahiation may ke greater or less than the
theoretical variation and m.a~eveilbe opposite in si~n.
For protuberances, wkdch are usually influenced by
boundaw-layer development forward of the protuberance
and by separation o.P the flow, t~.etk-eory js less u3e-
ful than for airfol.ls, for which the flow generally
approaches more nearly %e pocenttal. As shown in fig-
ures 1~, 16, and 25 to 28, the peak negative gressures
generally Increase with ?fach number more rapidly on well-
falred bodies located m tk9 f~rward part of the wln& or
fuselage than on M-ant bodies located near the tall. A
detailed esmmlnatinn of the experimental data available
indicates how and wh~ the pressure coefficients in dif-
ferent nositians on ~rotuberances clmi~e with ~?achnumber.

On the low-cambered turret A af figure lb, the peak
pressures change with Yach number a~proxluately as pre=
dieted by the Glauert.-Prandtl theor::. At the rear of
such a body, +~e p~e~sur~s decrease because of an increase “
in severity of senaratlnn - a compressibility effect that
has been observed in other tests (unpublished). The
compressibility effects on the faired turret a of fig-
ure 16 are similar to those on turret A, except that for
turr6t a the positive pressure coefficient at the rear,
which should theoreticall~ have increased, was maintained
constant by the slight separation of the flow or
thickening of the boundary layer. The effeot~.ve change
in shape of the form was appa~ently sufficient to cause
a slight decrease in tho negativ9 press-~re coefficient
at the 5-ir.chstatl.cm.

Fimre 25 shnws dtffersnt compressibility effects
cn the @essufies at the top and side
hemispherical turrets that depend on
the boundary-layer development ahead

of approximatel~
interference and
of tk.eturret.
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Tiu?r&t”Cissubject..ta..considr@blele Interference from the
windshield just downstream.

................
TMs interference decreases

the velocities and prevents the increase In negative
pressure coefficient with Yach number that would other-
wise occur. Turret D, on the other hand, Is placed in
a region in which the Interference may be expected to
increase the velocities; and the inc-reasewith Hach
number of the top negative pressure coefficient approxi-
mates the theoretical increase up to the critical speed,
after which it increases sharply for a short Vach number
rang% Turret E, which is located far back on the fuse-
lage and therefore subjeot to considerable interference
from the boundary la~er, shows small change in the pres-
sure coefficient with.Wach number.

The turrets of f~gure 26 were located in a region
in which the boundary layer on the fuselage must have
been very thin. In addition, considerable interference
was posstble; the ~ossible effect of interference in
increasing the change of pressure coefficient with ~~ach
number Is discussed in reference 1. The peak negative
pressure coefficient on the approximately hemispherical
turret D increased with ‘Fachnumber about acsording to
theory up to the critical speed and more rapidly there-
after. The increase on the lower-cambered turret A
approximates the theoretical Increase.

The comnressibflity effe~t on the pressures of
turret B has already been noted in figure 27. The
variation of the peak negative pressure coefficients
appears to agree closel~ with the theoretical variation.
For the thicker turret T, the separation should be more
severe; this fact is probably the reason that the pres-
sure coefficient at the top increases less rapidly with
Mach number than the theory indicates. Farther back
on the turret, the change in effective shape due to
separation produces a large decrease in negative pres-
sure coefficient as the ~lachnumber is increased.

The effect of compressibility on pressure coeffl-
m cients at points on bodies of three different types

(from reference .1) is shown in.figure 23. For the
well-streanilined X-1 body, the pressures at points b
and d agree with the theoretical change with Hach
number; at point a, the peak increases more rapidly
than the theoretical values; and, at point c, the
effect of thickening boundary layer in decreasing the
pressure is seen. On the 7-3-4 body, which has a
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well-f’aired tall and
sb.leldand tF.ehood,
with the theoretical
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a sharg corner b9tween the wird -
tliepressuro et point d agrees
vmiaticn, the gressure et goint c

shows the effect of thickening-bound~ry iayer, a>d the
negative ~ressure coefficients at points a and b a short
distdnce behind the point of separation decrease before
they stint to r:ss.with Yach nrumber. en the 3-1-1
body, v!hidl has a bl’mt tail, the pre9sure3 at :jointsb
and d Change about as tkeoreticaily predicted, the pres-
sure at paint a somewhat ahe~.dor the separation point
fails for the most p~~t to decrease as fast as indicated
by tne theory, and.the presstme Rt point c on the tail “
flecre~ses &reatly be~hind the point at wb.ich separation
probabl~ occurs.

Tke effect on pressure coefficients ~f change in
~rachnumber is seen ‘-abe different for different
nolnts end for CKfferent bodies. Fm roughly similar
shapes ~n similar lo~atlcns, the corresponding varia-
tions with VEch number may be assured.

The effect of’compressibillt;r cn the ~ressures
over a protuberai~ce obvicusly devands on the Eeymolds
number of the protuberance and.of’the body on whlct. it
is placed, inasmuch as the t~pe of flow must be a func-
tion of the Reynolds number. Compressibility effects
also depend on the relative size of the protuberance in
relation to tb.ebody on which it ?.s~laced, because
interference and boundmy-layer effects are different
for d~fferent relative dimensions.

From the experimental data, the following principles
that are useful In a qualitative est~matlon of the change
of pressure coefficient with Wach number may be derived:

(1) Over tinegreater ~art of well-f aired bodies
that are not too thick and are rsletfvely free from
boundary-layer and velocity interference from other
bodies, the theoretical change of pressure coefficient
with Wach number may ‘beassumed. The factor

1
expresses the change with sufficient accuracy.8 4

‘Thenegative pressure
somewhat more rapidly

peaks may ‘aeassumed to increase
than this factor indicates.
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..,(2)..,S.eparatlon of the flow, which reqularly oocurs
~~~m the rear of b~”~~” f’~~~-, such as the ~~sphere.. and. ...
the circular cylinder - and to a less degree from less
blunt bodies, is likely to become inore severe with in-
crease in Mach number. The resulting change in the
effective shape of the body may produce an increase (as
compared with the theoretical decrease) of the pressure
coefficients near the beginning of the separated region
and a decrease (more-negative pressure coefficients)
near the tail. Fven on moderately thin faired bodies,
sometb!ng of this effect may appear; whereas, on bodies
with short tails, a large decrease in the negative pres-
sura coefficients just forward of the tail and a con-
siderable increase in the negative pressure coefficients
at the rear may occur.

(3) Interference that increases the velocities is
likely to cause a further increase in negative pressure
coefficients with ‘~achnwber, whereas interference
that decreases the velocities is llkely to have the
opposite ei’feet.

(.!J.)Tf any considerable gart of the protuberance
lies within the boundary laver nrod~lced on the body for-.
ward of tb.eprotuberance, the changs in pressure
ci.entwith Mach numb~~ is likely to be different
the chmge that would ocsur If no boundary layer
The pressure neaks may be smaller and separation
may be Introduced.

c~effi-
from
existed.
effects

(5) If a critical F@ynolds number occurs within
the Yach number range or if a considerable change in
pressure coefficient with Reynolds number is otherwise
to be expected, the resulting effect on the change in
pressure coefficient with Yach number must be accounted
for.

The foregoing discussion holds for Vach numibers
less than the critical. Above the critical ~~ach
number, still less 3s known about the pressures to be
expected. Outside the ra&ion of supersonlc:speeds, the

*. pressure change is much the same as at subcritical Mach
numbers, The supersonic region”commonly spreads rear-.
ward as th”e~~achnumber is Increased, ~d the negative
pressurespeak usually increases and broadens toward the
rear. As the shock wave develops with its large un-
favorable pressure gradient, separation is likely to
occur and produce the pressure changes already discussed.
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The negative pressure coeff’lcients cannot in any case
continue indefinitely to increase with Meo-nnumber, and
a tendency to decrease at the highest Mach numbers is
alread~ apparent in some of the curves in f~gurea 25
and 26. An absolute limit imposed by the condition
that the 10CS2 static pressure be zero is given by

(-F)max = +. The experimental data available indl-
&

cate a limit less than given by this relation. up to
a Mach number of O.~?, however, the changes in pressure
coefficients likely to be encountered on protuberances
may be estimated by tinemethods herein presented.

In order to estimate wfth quantitative accuracy
the effect of compressibility on the pressure distribu-
tions over protuberances, extensive systematic experi-
mentation is necessary.

Interference.- ~or cases in wkich the interference
canno= eXpreSSed by simply adding in the induced
velocities ~.ueto the interfering bodies, an estimation
at least qualitatively correct ma: still be obtained.
It Is reasonably certain, for instance, that a canopy
In front of a gun turret can have only the effect of
reducing the velocities and th.ersbT the pressure peaks.

F~gure 25 illustrates the difference in inter-
ference eff’ects for turrets In different locations on
the fuselage and for ~iffererit angles ~f attack of the
wing and fuselage. Turret C is subject to a reduction
in velocity due to the hump in the fuselage immed~ately
behind It and, In addition, the accompanying unfavorable
pressure gradient may be expected to precipitate earlier
separation than would otherwise occur. As seen in fig-
ure 25, the negative pressure coefficients m the top
of turret C were much smaller than on turret D, which
was located In a region of increased velocity due to
both wing and fuselage. Turret E is so located that
the vel.octty Interference should be small but, with
most of the fuselage forward of the t-arret, the boundary-
layer interference must have been ccnstderable. The

-negative pressure coefficients are only moderately large.
The change in pressure coefficient with angle of attack
i.sappreciable. A rough estimate of the interference
could be abta~ned by adding the Induced velocities due
to the wfng and fuselage as ?.nreference 1.
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veloclty interference- on the central part of a

~

,. fitibiktga tiownly” iii’i)i.fz’ita--to Abdut”””-~“ = ();~o~ ~~~~-A-rOugh.
o

estimate of the Induoed velocity CU. be obtained by
-. fitting an equivalent prolate spheroid to the fuselage

as desoribed in the aeotion entitled ‘hcethods~tand in
reference 1..’.

The wing Is approximately a two-dimensional form
and thus may cause relatively lar~e interfering
velocities. If a protuberance is located near the
velocity peak on ~ wing, therefore, the pressures may b~
widely different from those on the same protuberance not
subjeet to the Interference: In addition, the change in
pressure with change in Mach number or wing angle of
attaok may be large.

Tt may be necessary in some eases to determine the
interference effect of a protuberance on the loads over
surrounding surfaces, The induced veloolties generally
decrease very rapidly with increase in distance from the
surfaoe. The deorease of the Veak velooity increment
Is shown for a wing and for prolate spheroids in fig-
ures 36 and 37, respectively, of referenoe 1. The
methods given in the appendix of reference 1 can be
used to estimate tiJe Interference due to a protuberance.
If an equivalent prolate spheroid can be fitted to the
protuberance, the maximum interference velocities can
be estimated from f?.gure37 of refsrence 1. If more
detailed Information is needed, however, a velocity-
oontour chart suoh as that of figure 35 of reference 1
can be prepared for a body approxi.mating the protube-
rance In shape. For simple shapes, such as the sphere
or oblata spheroid, velocity contours are easily obtained
from the potential thaory. Additional experiment is
needed to permit “very accurate estimates af the effects
of interference.

Surface irregularities.- The theoretical pressure
distr~butions are calculated for smooth bodies, but In
praotioe the surface Is usually broken by ribs, joints,
waves, or other ,Irregularities; as a result, peaks and*
valleys appear In the pressure-distribution curve.
Suoh an irregular pressure distribution is given by the
experimental data shown in figure 1~. The most obvious
surface irregularities in this case were the ribs of the
turret. Estimated pressure dfstrib’~tions should be
made sufficiently conservative to allow for the effects
of these irregularities.

f
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Separation and pressure behind a protuberance.-
Host protuberances are 8tmi oientl blunt at th tail
that the flow fafls to some extentyto follow th~ sur-
face. This separation of the flow is aggravated by
the boundary layer develoDed on the surface forward
of the protuberance with the result that separation
becomes more severe as the protuberance is ~laced far-
ther back from the nose of the fuselage or other body
on which it Is situated.

Although separation does not usually increase the
severity of the loads, it greatly Increases the drag
of the protuberance and should therefore be prevented
by a fairlng if conveniently possible. In the case
of gun turrets, a method that might be used while the
advantages of symmetrical turrets are retained.ls to
install retractable fairlngs behind the turrets. The
effect of falring on separation Is shown in a com-
parison of the experimental data given In fi~ures 12,
l.)’.,16, and 1P. The use of faired turrets appears to
give little advantage over symmetrical turrets umless
the fairing is sufficient to prevent any considerable
separation. If the flow becomes unsymmetrical when
the turret Is rotated from the stowed position, local
loads may be substantially increased. -
corners are thus exnosed, the pressures
slble to estimate and the peak negative
become very high.

At sharp outside corners, the flow
completely or with a bubble about which
closes in. A method of estimating the
skar~ corners has been sugpested in the

If sharp
may be impos-
pressures may

separates either
the flow later
pressures near
section entitled

nEst~mation by Comparlson~fi It is po?.nted out in ref.
erence 1 cm ~ages 12 and 13 that outside corners with
radii of curvatures less than apgroximatel; 25 percent
of the height of the protuberance may be considered
sharp.

S~paratlon changes the effective sha?e of a body
in such a way that the pressure pea’ksinfluenced by the
separation are reduced and t~.epressure on the rear of
th6 original form is decreased. At the rear of the
faired turret of figure 16, t~erekore, the pressure
coefficient is positive; whereas, on the rear of the
more severe turret of figure 1)1,for which a greater
pressure recovery Is indicated, separation has reduced
the pressure coefficient to zero. Behind the still
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more severe forms of Figure’s 12 and lq, the pressure-.. -cobfflci”e”n”tS”“at”“theYbar “ar-e”n~gdtlve. From Yilese”
experimental data and frmn the.kriownval-iesof the
pressure coefficient on the rsar of spkeres and cir-
cular cylinders, a rough. estimate of the pressures
behind protuberances cm be made; but it Is evident
that, in order to judge accurately whether separation
will occur and what pressures will then exist, much
systematic experimentation Is required.

The effect of compressibility in precipitating or
increasing the sever?ty of separation has already been
noted.

Estimation of loa.ds.- From the pressure distribut-
ions, estimated or m“’]~~red, the loads can be determined
provided the iut.ernal pressuras are known. Th9
internal-~ressure coefficient muy be posit?.ve lf the pro-
tuberance Is ventefl to a high-~ressure region, as about
the ncse @ taii of the fuselage, b~t Is more likel~ to
be negative bscause leaks regularly occur to the low-
pressure region in which a protuberance 1s usually
placed, suck as leaks araund the slldifi~canopy, through
other cracks, or th~”aughholes in the sur~ace. Because
the external press-~res vmq- with an~le of ~ttack or the
positions of the leaks chanEe with angle of gun turret,
the ?.nternalpressur~s also varT. !:lnce na.gative
pre:?sure coefftcfents up to P = -0.LG often oocur on
a fuselag:., Simjlar nrassures may be expected inside
canopies or @hi turrets. ln low.spee~ te~ts Of the
Grumman XTBF-1 air~lane (unpublishe~), for example,
internal-pressure coefficients of -0.13 were found in
the canopy while, in the symmetrical Kartl.n turret
tested, the pressure coefficient varted from -0.02
to -0.11 depending on the angular position of the
turret and angle of attaok of the airplane;, similarly,
In the unsymmetrical Grumman turret with which the air-
plane was originally equl.pped, the internal-pressure
coefficient varied between O and -0.06. For the
Brewster XSB2A-1 airnlane in flight !u.npublished),
Internal pressures “in the gun turret varied from
P = -0.20 to P = -0.38: inside the cockpit canopy of
the SB2A-4 airplane, very low pressure coefficients of
-0.30 to -0.hO were found. Because of differences in
leakage, the internal pressures are likely to be differ-
ent from time to time,even i’orthe same airplane,unless the

—.-—.
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enclosures are sealed. It Is evident that, beoauae of
low internal pressures, jettison may be impossible even
if a protuberance is designed to be released. An
incr9ase of Interne.1 pressare cotid be realized by
venting to the tall of the fuselage.

CCNCLIJSIONS

1. By the methods given in the present report,
pressure dtstrlbutiona can be estimated for use in cal-
culating loads.

2. Tf allowanc~ Is made for the effects of inter-
ference and separation, calculatlms based on the
~otential-flow theory give a satisfactory lndicati.an of
the maximum pressurez to bs expected.

3. For shanes about which the potential flow is
not exactly calculable, the nressures may be estimated
by var~.ous approximate metlhods presented or by com-
parison with experiment.

~. C~m~ress Zbtlity and interference effects and
the effects of deoarture fr~m potential flow, including
separation, can be estimated by a combination of
theoretical methods presented and hy comparison with
experiment.

59 In ordsr to estimate the loads, the pressure
Inside the body as well as the external-pressure dis-
tribution must be knmvn.

6. ~Urt~er experltwntel investigation is needed to
determine the effects of interference, compressibility,
separation, and systematic changes in form.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

‘l~le~r Field, Va.
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